Traveldoo Mobile
Travel & Expense mobile
solutions for global travel.

Traveldoo’s innovative, traveller-centric
mobile technology takes the hassle out of
business travel. And because Traveldoo
uses the latest technology, you can be sure
our products will always be leading the way,
evolving fast to anticipate the needs of
global travellers.
We offer two applications – Travel and Expense – linked by the latest technology and
fully synchronised with your Web solution.
Wherever they are in the world, your business travellers can view trip bookings,
access on-the-go travel information and
record their expenses electronically, all
through their Android or iOS phone. The
apps also have counterpart functionality
available to Apple Watch users for the ultimate in easy-to-use technology.
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Your virtual travel assistant
Traveldoo’s Travel app offers many of the
great features of the Web solution in mobile
format. Travellers can securely access
information on all their business trips.
Each segment of the trip – including its
duration – is clearly shown, allowing users
to get the relevant information for each
segment of their trip as it arrives. The app
is also integrated with Uber, allowing travellers to book an Uber car to the next point
on their itinerary with a single action.
The Travel app gives travellers the ability to
locate hotels, car rental firms, rail stations
and airports as needed.

Booking on the go offers the same rich
resource as the web-based version: the
same wide range of suppliers, the same
fares and the same sleek, automated
approval process of the Web-based version.
And if the approver is on-the-go themselves, no problem! Everything can be done
from their mobile.
With in-app emailing, travellers can share
their itinerary with colleagues, family and
friends. Wherever they are in the world,
Traveldoo’s Travel app keeps travellers
connected.
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On-the-Go Expense Capture
and Approval
With Traveldoo’s Expense app, recording
expenses on-the-go couldn’t be simpler.
The Expense app synchronises with the
Travel app, meaning a business trip can
turn into an expense claim with the
minimum of fuss or effort.
It’s quick and easy to add expenses – geolocalisation helps to reconcile the scanned
receipt with the correct expense, and with
voice control, there’s hardly any need to key
in data.

Traveldoo’s solution is “end-to-end”,
so corporate card information is automatically imported and reconciled with
the relevant trip bookings, so expense
claims can be almost entirely automated
and reimbursement times are kept to
a minimum, which is key to great user
satisfaction.
As the mobile version of Expense is fully
synchronised with the web solution, all the
same policy rules and controls apply.

Ease of use for your travellers
means they keep using
the systems you provide, giving
you greater visibility and control
of T&E spend.
Get in touch
For more information on Traveldoo
and to find out more about how we
can help you manage your travel and
expense, please get in touch.

+44 (0)203 194 5680
info@traveldoo.com
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